15–20mmHg, 20–30mmHg and 30–40mmHg (Q3) Medical Compression Hosiery available in these styles and colors:

- Calf
- Thigh-high with Grip-top
- Pantyhose

(all styles available in open toe, Natural and Suntan only)
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SIGVARIS EverSheer: Where Efficacy Meets Fashion

SIGVARIS EverSheer Medical Compression Hosiery for Women features double-covered lay-in yarns to provide the sheerest compression hosiery with a fashionable look. Perfect after vein procedures and for the prevention of varicose and spider veins, EverSheer combines all-day softness and comfort with greatest possible durability to meet the needs of today’s modern woman!

### EverSheer Features:
- Relieves tired and aching legs
- Excellent breathability and moisture management for your comfort
- Double-covered lay-in yarns make it soft to the skin yet easy to don
- No binding behind the knee

Did you know...
Clinical studies have proven that wearing 20-30 mmHg graduated compression stockings for three weeks post sclerotherapy significantly reduces hyperpigmentation and improves overall vessel appearance.¹ ² ³

### EverSheer KEY FEATURES

**Sheerness**
The only compression hosiery with consistent sheerness from ankle through thigh as proven by monochromic picture tests

**Softness**
EverSheer features double-covered inlay yarns that provide a softer feel with less skin irritation

**Top Band (Sensinnov)**
Patented breathable thigh band stays in place with less skin irritation during wear and removal

**Moisture Management**
EverSheer enjoys excellent breathability and moisture management characteristics, allowing moisture to wick away from the skin

**Ease of Donning**
Double-covered lay-in yarns make EverSheer easier to don because bare spandex never touches the skin

**Sizing Assortment**
EverSheer and the PFS®System provide ready-to-wear sizes that fit 97% of female population
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